
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Room categories 

 

Single room (Budget double room) 

Our single rooms are brand new and comfortable. All rooms have a shower/toilet, dryer, safe, TV, multifunctional iPad, 

seat possibility with table, kettle, coffee machine and minibar. With a size of approx. 18m² the room offers sufficient space 

during your stay. The single rooms are furnished with a queen bed (140x200). 

 

Double room  

Our renovated double rooms (approx. 28m²) are perfect for two people without stepping on toes. Enjoy the modern 

equipment in our rooms which includes shower/bathtub/toilet, dryer, safe, TV, multifunctional iPad, make-up area, seat 

possibility with table, kettle, coffee machine and minibar, furthermore enough storage room for your personal belongings. 

We have rooms facing the garden side; as well rooms located on the Bahnhofstrasse with partial view of the famous 

Matterhorn. All rooms have a balcony and are furnished with twin-beds (2x90x200). Upon request we may prepare a 

Kingsize-bed.  

 

Junior Suite 

With plenty of floor space, our renovated Junior Suites are perfect for spreading out in. With generous 38m² the Suite 

offers all you need such as shower/bathtub/toilet, dryer, safe, TV, multifunctional iPad, seat possibility with table, kettle, 

coffee machine and minibar. All Suites are facing the garden side and are great for longer stays. All rooms are furnished 

with twin-beds (2x90x200). Some Junior Suites connect to Double rooms, which is ideal for families. Upon request we may 

prepare a Kingsize-bed. 

 

Junior Superior Suite 

Our roomy and renovated Junior Superior Suite with a size of approx. 48m² allows much space and a unique view to the 

mountain world of Zermatt. The view from all suite is in direction Matterhorn and garden. The Suite offers all you need such 

as safe, TV, multifunctional iPad, make-up area, cozy seat possibility with table, kettle, coffee machine and minibar. 

Besides shower and toilet, the highlight of the room is probably the corner bathtub. Hair-dryer and care products are 

included as well. The Junior Superior Suite can be connected to a double room and another Superior Suite on the same 

level, which is ideal for families. All rooms are furnished with twin-beds (2x90x200). Upon request we may prepare a King 

size-bed.  

 

Family Suite  

The renovated Family Suite is one of the most popular room categories of our guests. With approx. 47m² you find enough 

space to feel yourself comfortable. The Suite has a living room and a separate bed room. The big bath room consists of a 

shower/bathtub, cosmetic mirror, dryer and toilet. Furthermore, you find a safe, two TV, multifunctional iPad, make-up 

area, cozy seat possibility with table in the living room, kettle, coffee machine and minibar. All Suites have a walk-in 

closet, a balcony and are on the first level. The sofa in the living room can be used as a sleeping opportunity for children. 

All rooms are furnished with twin-beds (2x90x200). Upon request we may prepare a King size-bed.  

 

Attic Suite  

Enjoy the view over Zermatt in our renovated and luxurious attic suite with approx. 50m². The Suite has a spacious living 

room with a comfortable (sleeping) sofa, a separate bed room and a lot space to feel well. Benefit from the own 

fireplace in your room on cold winter days. Enjoy the modern equipment in our attic suites which includes a safe, two TV, 

multifunctional iPad, make-up area, seat possibilities, kettle, coffee machine and minibar, furthermore enough storage 

room for your personal belongings. All suites have a large and high qualitative bathroom with bathtub and shower, as 

well as make-up mirror and hair dryer. You definitely find sufficient time to relax. All suites are on the top floor and offer 

much privacy during your stay. All rooms are furnished with twin-beds (2x90cm). Upon request we may prepare a King 

size-bed.  

 


